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foobar2000 1.6.3 Beta 1 for Windows. Music4Ever reviewed v1.3.8 on Mar 26, 2015.Q: Python list comprehensions on a list of lists I have a list of lists named foo which I iterate over. In that loop, I want to subset and duplicate foo in such a way that I'll have a list of lists containing 3 elements. So, for
example, I've got something like: foo = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] Which I would like to turn into: foo = [[1, 2, 3], [1, 2, 3], [1, 2, 3]] The intuition is something like: foo_list = [x for x in foo for l in l*3] But I want l to be in foo because l is an arbitrary name (and I just know that it's always 3 elements). Note: I'm using

Python 2.7. A: You could do this with itertools.product as mentioned in this answer. import itertools foo = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] foo_list = [x for x in itertools.product(*[(x*3,)*3 for x in foo])] You'll get: foo_list [(1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (4, 5, 6), (4, 5, 6), (5, 6, 7), (5, 6, 7), (5, 6, 7)] A pair of
researchers in Italy have devised a method to directly synthesize and print a 3D object that is not made of a single material. A patch of tissue can be printed as a series of layers. The researchers in Italy have developed a method of assembling multiple layers of tissue while in their 3D printer as well as

other processes so that the tissue can adhere to itself. This 3D printing allows them to create objects that would not exist otherwise, such as tissues that are not naturally available in nature. Their 3D printer works by dissolving biological materials, or building blocks, that are glued together with
different kinds of proteins. The glue that holds the proteins together c6a93da74d
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